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AbstratFormalizing geometry theorems in a proof assistant like Coq is hallenging.As emphasized in the literature, the non-degeneray onditions lead to teh-nial proofs. In addition, when onsidering higher-dimensions, the amount ofinidene relations (e.g. point-line, point-plane, line-plane) indue numeroustehnial lemmas. In this artile, we investigate formalizing projetive planegeometry as well as projetive spae geometry. We mainly fous on one of thefundamental properties of the projetive spae, namely Desargues property.We formally prove it is independent of projetive plane geometry axioms butan be derived from Pappus property in a two-dimensional setting. Regard-ing at least three dimensional projetive geometry, we present an originalapproah based on the notion of rank whih allows to desribe inidene andnon-inidene relations suh as equality, ollinearity and oplanarity homo-geneously. This approah allows to arry out proofs in a more systematiway and was suessfully used to formalize fairly easily Desargues theoremin Coq. This illustrates the power and e�ieny of our approah (using onlyranks) to prove properties of the projetive spae.Key words: formalization, Desargues, rank, projetive geometry, Coq,Hessenberg theorem, Hexamys
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1. IntrodutionThis artile deals with formalizing projetive geometry in a proof assis-tant suh as Coq [1, 7℄ and studies Desargues property both in the planeand in an at least 3-dimensional setting. In the plane, proofs are performedin a traditional way using points and lines. However, in an at least 3 di-mensional spae, we use the onept of rank to formally prove Desarguestheorem in Coq. In the longer term, the underlying objetive of the pre-sented work onsists in designing a geometri formal prover able to handlethe non-degeneray onditions in geometry, and espeially in geometri on-straint solving [13, 15℄.Indeed, when designing an objet by the mean of geometri onstraints,one has to orretly and ompletely speify the shape of the objet. Theorresponding onstraint system an lead to ontraditions and degenerateases whih must be handled properly by the solver as shown in [25℄. Thestrutural ontraditions are easy to detet, whereas those resulting fromgeometri theorems are more di�ult to deal with.We hoose to fous on projetive geometry whih is a simple but powerfulenough setting to express arbitrarily omplex problems as shown in [19℄.Moreover, in 3D (or higher), proofs beome muh more di�ult than in2D: �rst, Desargues property beomes a theorem and onsequently all theprojetive spaes arise from a division ring; seond inidene geometry has todeal not only with points and lines, but also with planes or, more generally,�ats; third there is a ombinatori explosion of ases.For projetive plane geometry, we use a traditional approah dealing withpoints, lines and an inidene relation to formally prove the independene ofDesargues property. We then formalize Pappus property as well as hexamysin order to prove Hessenberg theorem, whih states Pappus property entailsDesargues property in projetive plane geometry.When it omes to at least 3 dimensional projetive geometry, we proposeto use the onept of rank, whih provides a generi way to desribe inidenerelations and allows to express non-degeneray onditions niely. Informally,ranks allow to distinguish between equal/non-equal points, ollinear/non-ollinear points, oplanar/non-oplanar points, et. We validate this ap-proah by suessfully arrying out a mehanized proof (using only ranks) ofDesargues theorem whih is one of the fundamental theorems of the proje-tive spae.We mehanize the proofs using the Coq proof assistant whih implements2



a higher order intuitionisti logi based on type theory. In suh a proof as-sistant, every step of reasoning is proposed by the user (in the form of atati) but then heked by the system. It dramatially inreases the relia-bility of the proofs ompared to paper-and-penil proofs. In addition, duringthe development proess, being able to hange the axiom system easily isvery onvenient. Proofs an be automatially reheked by the system andhanges only require minor rewriting of the proofs.However, formal proofs tend to be more tehnial to write, not leavingout a single piee of details. Therefore we had to design some e�ient prooftehniques to deal with points and lines in the plane as well as with matroïdand rank properties when the dimension n of the onsidered spae is greaterto 2. Developing these tehniques, whih mainly use and make work togetherseveral simple automated tatis is inevitable to make writing formal proofsin Coq tratable.Related work Proof assistants have already been used in the ontext ofgeometry. Numerous papers have emphasized the importane of the problemof degenerate ases in formal geometry [9, 12, 18, 23℄. Brandt and Shnei-der studied how to handle degenerate ases for the orientation prediates inomputational geometry using three valued logi [3℄. Bezem and Hendriksformalized Hessenberg's theorem in Coq [2℄. Guilhot has formalized in Coq aproof of Desargues theorem in a�ne geometry [12℄. Narboux has formalizedin Coq the area method of Chou, Gao and Zhang [6, 14, 22℄ and appliedit to obtain a proof of Desargues theorem in a�ne geometry. Kusak hasformalized in Mizar Desargues theorem in the Fanoian projetive at least 3-dimensional spae [16℄. The assumption that the spae is Fanoian makes thetheorem more speialized than ours. We also arried out some preliminarywork on formalizing projetive plane geometry in Coq [17℄. Finally, the ideaof proving projetive spae theorems with ranks is suggested by Miheluiand Shrek in [20℄.Outline The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we present theaxioms for projetive geometry and we give an overview of our Coq imple-mentation. In setion 3, we explain Desargues property and why it is afundamental property of projetive geometry. Setion 4 investigates the roleof Desargues property in the ase of the generi 2D projetive plane and itslinks with Pappus property through the notion of Hexamys. Setion 5 intro-dues ranks and the assoiated axiom system for projetive spae geometry,whih is then used to formally prove in Coq that Desargues property holdsin at least 3-dimensional projetive spae.3



2. Axiom Systems for Projetive GeometryProjetive geometry is a general setting in the hierarhy of geometrieswhih assumes that two lines in a plane always meet [4, 8℄. We �rst assumethat we have two kinds of objets (points and lines). Planes are not basiobjets in this axiom system, but are de�ned within the theory. We thenonsider a relation (∈) between elements of these two sets.2.1. Axiom System for Projetive Plane GeometryThe axiom system for projetive plane geometry onsists in very fewaxioms linking abstat points and lines of a plane. Informally, these axiomsapture the fats that two di�erent points de�ne one line and two di�erentlines de�ne one point. Moreover, eah line ontains at least three points andthere are at least two lines in the plane. Formally, we have the �ve followingaxioms:Line-Existene ∀A B : Point, ∃l : Line, A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ lPoint-Existene ∀l m : Line, ∃A : Point, A ∈ l ∧ A ∈ mUniqueness ∀A B : Point, ∀l m : Line,
A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m ⇒ A = B ∨ l = mThree-Points ∀l : Line, ∃ABC : Point,
A 6= B ∧ B 6= C ∧ A 6= C ∧ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ lLower-Dimension-2 ∃l : Line, ∃m : Line, l 6= mThe axiom Lower-Dimension-2 prevents a single line from being amodel. It ensures we atually desribe a two dimensional projetive spae.2.2. Axiom System for Projetive Spae GeometrySeveral axioms remains the same when we onsider an at least 3-dimensionalspae. The required axioms for projetive at least 3-dimensional spae arelisted below:Line-Existene ∀A B : Point, ∃l : Line, A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l
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Figure 1: Pash's axiom
Pash ∀A B C D : Point, ∀lAB lCD lAC lBD : Line,

A 6=B ∧ A 6=C ∧ A 6=D ∧ B 6=C ∧ B 6=D ∧ C 6=D∧
A ∈ lAB ∧ B ∈ lAB ∧ C ∈ lCD ∧ D ∈ lCD∧
A ∈ lAC ∧ C ∈ lAC ∧ B ∈ lBD ∧ D ∈ lBD∧
(∃I : Point, I ∈ lAB ∧ I ∈ lCD) ⇒
(∃J : Point, J ∈ lAC ∧ J ∈ lBD)Uniqueness ∀A B : Point, ∀l m : Line,

A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m ⇒ A = B ∨ l = mThree-Points ∀l : Line, ∃ABC : Point,
A 6= B ∧ B 6= C ∧ A 6= C ∧ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ lLower-Dimension-3 ∃l m : Line, ∀p : Point, p 6∈ l ∨ p 6∈ mThe Point-Existene axiom is replaed by Pash axiom. Indeed weneed to ensure that two lines always meet only if o-planar. Axiom Lower-Dimension-3 ensures that there exists two lines whih do not meet.2.3. Formalization in CoqImplementing both axiom systems in the Coq proof assistant is straight-forward. The main di�erene between the formalization and the axiom sys-tem on paper relies in the fat that we need to be arefull about the equalityrelations and deidability issues. Figure 2 presents the formalization of theprojetive spae in Coq. We note the prediate ∈ using Inid. To en-hane modularity we make use of the module system of Coq. In addition,the equality on points (noted DePoints.eq) and lines (noted line_eq)are parametrized. As Coq logi is intuitionist, we have to state expliitlywhih prediates are assumed to be deidable. We assume that we havea set of points with a deidable equality : DePoints is a instane of aDeidableType:Module Type DeidableType.Parameter t : Set.Parameter eq : t -> t -> Prop.Axiom eq_refl : forall x : t, eq x x.5



Module Type ProjetiveSpaeOrHigher (DePoints: DeidableType).Definition Point := DePoints.t.Parameter Line : Type.Parameter line_eq : Line -> Line -> Prop.Axiom line_eq_sym : forall l m, line_eq l m -> line_eq m l.Axiom line_eq_trans : forall l m n,line_eq l m -> line_eq m n -> line_eq l n.Axiom line_eq_refl : forall l, line_eq l l.Parameter Inid : Point -> Line -> Prop.Axiom inid_de : forall (A:Point)(l:Line),{Inid A l}+{~Inid A l}.Axiom line_existene : forall A B : Point,{l : Line | Inid A l /\ Inid B l}.Axiom pash : forall A B C D:Point, forall lAB lCD lAC lBD :Line,dist4 A B C D ->Inid A lAB/\Inid B lAB -> Inid C lCD/\Inid D lCD ->Inid A lAC/\Inid C lAC -> Inid B lBD/\Inid D lBD ->(exists I:Point, (Inid I lAB /\ Inid I lCD)) ->exists J:Point, (Inid J lAC /\ Inid J lBD).Axiom uniqueness : forall (A B :Point)(l1 l2:Line),Inid A l1 -> Inid B l1 -> Inid A l2 -> Inid B l2 ->DePoints.eq A B \/ line_eq l1 l2.Axiom three_points :forall l:Line,exists A:Point, exists B:Point, exists C:Point,dist3 A B C /\ Inid A l /\ Inid B l /\ Inid C l.Axiom lower_dimension_3 : exists l:Line, exists m:Line,forall p:Point, ~Inid p l \/ ~Inid p m.End ProjetiveSpaeOrHigher.Figure 2: Projetive Spae Axiom System in Coq6



Axiom eq_sym : forall x y : t, eq x y -> eq y x.Axiom eq_trans : forall x y z : t,eq x y -> eq y z -> eq x z.Parameter eq_de : forall x y : t,{ eq x y } + { ~ eq x y }.End DeidableType.The notation {eq x y}+{~ eq x y} means that we must know onstru-tively that either x = y or x 6= y. As expressed by axiom inid_de we alsoassume the deidability of inidene. In Coq syntax /\, \/ and ~ standsrespetively for logi onjuntion, disjuntion and negation. The notation{l : Line | Inid A l /\ Inid B l} expresses that there exists a line
l going through A and B.3. Desargues PropertyDesargues property is among the most fundamental properties of pro-jetive geometry sine in the projetive spae Desargues property beomesa theorem and onsequently all the projetive spaes arise from a divisionring. Let's �rst reall Desargues statement in projetive geometry. Desar-gues property states that:Let E be a projetive spae and A,B,C,A′,B′,C ′ be points in E, if thethree lines joining the orresponding verties of triangles ABC and A′B′C ′all meet in a point O, then the three intersetions of pairs of orrespondingsides α, β and γ lie on a line.
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If E is of dimension two, Desargues property is independent from allthe projetive plane geometry axioms. If E is at least of dimension three,Desargues property always holds.Even though it an be expressed, it is not provable when E is a plane.Indeed in the 2D ase, some projetive planes are Desarguesian, for instaneFano's plane, while other planes are not, for instane Moulton plane. Thenext setion investigates the role of Desargues property in projetive planes.4. Projetive PlaneIn the projetive plane, Desargues statement is not neessarily a theorem.We show on the one hand, that Desargues property is ompatible with theaxioms of projetive geometry and, on the other hand that it is independentof them. First we prove that it is a theorem in the smallest projetive plane(Fano's plane) and then we show that in a partiular model of projetive ge-ometry (Moulton plane) it is not a theorem. This shows the independene ofDesargues theorem from the axioms of projetive plane geometry, whih anbe regarded as the starting point of non-desarguesian geometry [5℄. Finallywe formalize the proof of Hessenberg's theorem whih demonstrates that inevery Pappusian projetive plane, Desargues property holds.4.1. Desargues in Fano's Plane
bA b B
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GFano's plane is the model of projetive plane geometrywith the least number of points and lines: 7 eah. Theinidene relation is given by the �gure. On the �gure,points are simply represented by points, whereas lines arerepresented by six segments and a irle (DEF ). One anverify that the axioms of projetive plane geometry (seeSetion 2.1) hold as shown in [17℄.At �rst sight, proving Desargues property in Fano's plane seems to bestraightforward to ahieve by ase analysis on the 7 points and 7 lines. How-ever, this requires handling numerous ases2 inluding many on�gurationswhih ontradit the hypotheses.To formalize the property we make use of two kinds of symmetries, asymmetry of the theory and a symmetry of the statement.2The most naïve approah would onsider 7

7 ases, even with areful analysis it remainsuntratable to prove all the ases without onsidering symmetries.8



4.1.1. Symmetry of the statementWe �rst study the speial ase desargues_from_ A_speialized wherethe point O of Desargues on�guration orresponds to A, and the line OAorresponds to ADG, OB to CAE and OC to ADF .Lemma Desargues_from_A_speialized :forall P Q R P' Q' R' alpha beta gammalPQ lPR lQR lP'Q' lP'R' lQ'R',((on_line P Q gamma lPQ) /\ (on_line P' Q' gamma lP'Q')) /\((on_line P R beta lPR) /\ (on_line P' R' beta lP'R')) /\((on_line Q R alpha lQR) /\ (on_line Q' R' alpha lQ'R')) /\((on_line A P P' ADG) /\(on_line A Q Q' CAE) /\(on_line A R R' ABF)) /\~ollinear A P Q /\ ~ollinear A P R /\ ~ollinear A Q R /\~ollinear P Q R /\ ~ollinear P' Q' R' /\((P<>P')\/(Q<>Q')\/(R<>R')) ->ollinear alpha beta gamma.Then as Desargues statement is symmetri by permutation of the threelines whih interset in O, we an formalize a proof of slightly more generallemma desargues_from_A where the point O of Desargues on�gurationstill orresponds to A but the three lines (lP,lQ and lR) interseting in Oare universally quanti�ed.Lemma Desargues_from_A :forall P Q R P' Q' R' alpha beta gamma lP lQ lRlPQ lPR lQR lP'Q' lP'R' lQ'R',((on_line P Q gamma lPQ) /\ (on_line P' Q' gamma lP'Q')) /\((on_line P R beta lPR) /\ (on_line P' R' beta lP'R')) /\((on_line Q R alpha lQR) /\ (on_line Q' R' alpha lQ'R')) /\((on_line A P P' lP) /\(on_line A Q Q' lQ) /\(on_line A R R' lR)) /\~ollinear A P Q /\ ~ollinear A P R /\ ~ollinear A Q R /\~ollinear P Q R /\ ~ollinear P' Q' R' /\((P<>P')\/(Q<>Q')\/(R<>R')) ->ollinear alpha beta gamma. 9



Module swapf3 (M:fano_plane) : fano_planewith [...℄Definition Point:=M.Point.Definition A:=M.B. Definition B:=M.E.Definition C:=M.D. Definition D:=M.F.Definition E:=M.C. Definition F:=M.G.Definition G:=M.A.[...℄Definition ABF:=M.BEG. Definition BCD:=M.DEF.Definition CAE:=M.BCD. Definition ADG:=M.ABF.Definition BEG:=M.CAE. Definition CFG:=M.ADG.Definition DEF:=M.CFG.[...℄End swapf3.Figure 3: A funtor showing an invariane property of Fano's plane.4.1.2. Symmetry of the theoryThe theory of Fano's plane is invariant by permutation of points. It meansthat, even if it is not obvious from the �gure 4.1, all the points plays thesame role: if (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) is a Fano's plane then (B, C, D, F, E, G, A)is one as well. We formalize this by building a funtor from Fano's the-ory to itself whih permutes the points (Figure 3). Using this funtor anddesargues_from_A, we show that Desargues property holds for any hoiefor O among the 7 points of the plane.4.2. Independene of Desargues PropertyWe now onsider a partiular projetive plane, namely Moulton plane andshow that Desargues property does not hold in this plane.
10



4.2.1. Moulton plane and its projetive ounterpartMoulton plane [21℄ is an a�ne plane in whih lines with a negative slopeare bent (i.e. the slope is doubled) when they ross the y-axis. It an beeasily extended into a projetive plane.Moulton plane is an inidene struture whih onsists in a set of points
P , a set of lines L, and an inidene relation between elements of P andelements of L. Points are denoted by ouples (x, y) ∈ R

2. Lines are denotedby ouples (m, b) ∈ (R ∪∞) × R (where m is the slope - ∞ for vertial lines- and b the y-interept). The inidene relation is de�ned as follows:
(x, y) ∈ (m, b) ⇐⇒



















x = b if m = ∞

y = mx + b if m ≥ 0

y = mx + b if m ≤ 0, x ≤ 0

y = 2mx + b if m ≤ 0, x ≥ 0.This inidene struture veri�es the properties of an a�ne plane. It anbe turned into a projetive plane through the following proess.
• We extend P with points at the in�nite (one diretion point for eahpossible slope, inluding the vertial one); therefore P is (R × R) ∪ R.
• We extend the set L of a�ne lines with a new one whih onnets allpoints at the in�nite; therefore L is ((R ∪∞) × R) ∪∞.
• We �nally extend the inidene relation in order to have all diretionpoints and only them inident to the in�nite line. We also extend eaha�ne line with a diretion point (the one bearing its slope).This onstrution leads to a projetive plane. The whole proess is formallydesribed in Coq and we show that all the axioms of projetive plane geom-etry presented in setion 2.1 hold. Most proofs on real numbes rely on usingGröbner basis omputation in Coq.4.2.2. A on�guration of Desargues �gure where the statement does not holdWe build a speial on�guration of Desargues for whih the property doesnot hold. This an be ahieved in a very algebrai point of view using onlyoordinates and equations for lines. We �rst present it that way and thenshow on a �gure why Desargues property does not hold for our on�guration.Let's onsider seven points: O(−4, 12), A(−8, 8), B(−5, 8), C(−4, 6),

A′(−14, 2), B′(−7, 0) and C ′(−4, 3). We then build the points α(−3, 4),11
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Figure 4: Counter example to Desargues theorem in Moulton plane
β(6/11, 38/11) and γ(−35, 8) whih are respetively at the intersetion of
(BC) and (B′C ′), (AC) and (A′C ′) and (AB) and (A′B′). Then we anhek using automated proedures on real numbers omputation that thereexists no line in Moulton plane whih is inident to these 3 points α, β and
γ. Overall Desargues property does not hold in this on�guration beauseonly some of the lines are bent. Espeially, of the two lines used to build β,one of them is a straight line (A′C ′) and the other one (AC) is bent. Thatis what prevents the three points α, β and γ from being on the same line.Proofs of these lemmas illustrate how ombining automated and intera-tive theorem proving an be suessful.4.3. Hessenberg's Theorem: Pappus Implies DesarguesIn this setion, we desribe our formalization of Hessenberg's theoremstating that Pappus axiom implies that Desargues property holds in the pro-jetive plane. The proof we formalize use the onept of hexamys (mysti12
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Figure 5: Pappus on�gurationhexagrams as named by Pasal). First, we need to de�ne the Pappus prop-erty.4.3.1. PappusWe say that a plane enjoys Pappus property when:Definition pappus_weak :=forall A B C A' B' C' P Q R,Col A B C -> Col A' B' C' ->all_distint_6 A B C A' B' C' ->is_on_proper_inter P A B' A' B ->is_on_proper_inter Q B C' B' C ->is_on_proper_inter R A C' A' C ->Col P Q R.The property is_on_proper_inter P A B' A' B means that the lines
AB′ and A′B are well de�ned and not parallel and P is at the intersetion.This de�nition of Pappus on�guration assumes that the six points are dis-tint and that the intersetions are all well de�ned. This also implies thatthe lines AB and A′B′ are distint. This de�nition aptures the on�gura-tion presented in �gure 5 without any partiular ase. But, in �eld of formalproofs, we must be areful about degenerate ases. Fortunately in the on-text of projetive geometry, the weak version of Pappus property as statedabove is also equivalent to this stronger version whih assumes that either13



all the intersetions are well de�ned or the six points (A,B,C,A′,B′,C ′) aredistint:Definition pappus_strong :=forall A B C A' B' C' P Q R,(all_distint_6 A B C A' B' C' \/(line A B' <> line A' B /\ A<>B' /\ A'<>B /\line B C' <> line B' C /\ B<>C' /\ B'<>C /\line A C' <> line A' C /\ A<>C' /\ A'<>C) ) ->Col A B C -> Col A' B' C' ->is_on_inter P A B' A' B ->is_on_inter Q B C' B' C ->is_on_inter R A C' A' C ->Col P Q R.4.3.2. Mysti hexagramWe say that an hexagon is an hexamy if the three intersetions of theopposite sides of the hexagon are ollinear.Definition is_hexamy A B C D E F :=all_distint_6 A B C D E F /\let P:= inter (line B C) (line E F) inlet Q:= inter (line C D) (line F A) inlet R:= inter (line A B) (line D E) inCol P Q R.It is easy to show that every irular permutation of an hexamy is alsoalways an hexamy.Lemma hexamy_rot_left : forall A B C D E F,is_hexamy A B C D E F -> is_hexamy B C D E F A.We say that a plane enjoys the hexamy property if every permutationof an hexamy is also an hexamy. As irular permuations of hexamys arehexamys we just need to assume that if (A, B, C, D, E, F ) is an hexamy sois (B, A, C, D, E, F ), in Coq syntax:Definition hexamy_prop := forall A B C D E F,is_hexamy A B C D E F -> is_hexamy B A C D E F.14
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Figure 6: Pappus property implies hexamy propertyWe an show that the hexamy property and Pappus property are equiv-alent.Lemma 1. Pappus property implies hexamy property.Proof. Assuming Pappus property we need to show that if (A, B, C, D, E, F )is an hexamy so is (B, A, C, D, E, F ). Let U ,V and W be the intersetionsof AB and DE, AC and EF , and CD and BF respetively. We need toshow that U , V and W are ollinear. Let a, b and c be the intersetions of
BC and EF , CD and FA, and AB and DE respetively (we have c = U).As (A, B, C, D, E, F ) is an hexamy, a, b and c are ollinear. Let b′ be theintersetion of EF and AC (we have b′ = V ). We note a′ ≡ A and c′ ≡ C.
a′, b′ and c′ are ollinear beause b′ is on line AC. Using Pappus prop-erty we know that ab′ ∩ a′b, ac′ ∩ a′c and bc′ ∩ b′c are ollinear. We have
ab′∩a′b = F sine a′b = AF and ab′ = EF . Similarly, we have ac′∩a′c = B.Hene the third point bc′ ∩ b′c is on BF . Hene, as bc′ = CD, we have
bc′ ∩ b′c = CD ∩ BF = W . The last equality says that W ∈ b′c but sine
b′ = V and c = U , the ollinearity of U, V and W holds.15



Lemma 2. Hexamy property implies Pappus property.Proof. When (A,B,C,A′,B′,C ′) is a Pappus on�guration, it is easy to showthat it is also an hexamy beause the intersetions ofAB∩A′B′ and BC∩B′C ′are equal sine the points A,B and C and A′, B′ and C ′ are ollinear. Usingthe hexamy property we an show that (A,B′,C,A′,B,C ′) is also an hexamy.Hene the Pappus property holds.4.3.3. Hessenberg theoremLemma 3. Hexamy property implies Desargues propertyProof. We distinguish two ases, either A′B′C ′ is a Cevian triangle of ABCor not. Reall that A′B′C ′ is a Cevian triangle of ABC if A′ ∈ BC, B′ ∈ AC,
C ′ ∈ AB and the lines AA′, BB′ and CC ′ are onurrent.
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First, we assume that A′B′C ′ is not a Cevian triangle of ABC. Byhypothesis, points O, A and A′ are ollinear. Similarly, O B and B′ areollinear and O C,C ′ are ollinear. We want to prove that α, β and gammaare ollinear, where α = BC ∩ B′C ′, β = AC ∩ A′C ′ and γ = AB ∩ A′B′.The auxiliary points: P = A′B′ ∩ BC, Q = AB ∩ B′C ′ are needed. Now
(A, A′, P, C, C ′, Q) is a hexamys sine its three opposite sides ut respe-tively in points O, B and B′ whih are ollinear by hypothesis. Thus
(A, Q, C ′, A′, P, C) is an hexamys as well, the opposite sides ut in α β and
γ, hene they are ollinear.
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α = α1 = α2Seond, we assume that A′B′C ′ is a Cevian triangle of ABC. We have toprove that α, β and γ are ollinear where α = BC∩B′C ′, β = AC∩A′C ′ and
γ = AB ∩ A′B′. We introdue α1 = βγ ∩ BC and α2 = βγ ∩ B′C ′: we havenow to prove that α1 = α2. Auxiliary intersetion points are I = OB ∩ βγ,
L = A′C ′ ∩ AI, N = AB ∩ LB′ and M = AL ∩ CC ′ (it an be shown thatthese points are well de�ned). The end of the proof impliitely assumes that
L 6= A′. If L = A′ we perform a proof similar to this one but using a permu-tation of the statement, if L = B′ we permute again the statement, it annot be the ase that L = A′ = B′ = C ′.Sine L, N and B′ are ollinear, (A′, L, B′, I, A, γ) is an hexamys, so is
(A′, A, γ, I, B′, L), and hene O N and β are ollinear. With the seondhexamys, (C, B, A, O, I, β) whih gives by permutation (C, O, β, I, A, B), weprove that α1, M and N are ollinear. A third hexamys is used to prove that
α2 M and N are ollinear: this is (C ′, B′, β, O, I, L) giving (C ′, O, β, I, L, B′).Thus the lines MN and βγ have two points in ommon: α1 and α2. Eitherthe lines are equal but then the on�guration degenerates and all pointsbelong to the same line; or α1 = α2 and hene α, β and γ are ollinear.Corollary 1 (Hessenberg). Pappus property implies Desargues propertyProof. Immediate using lemmas 1 and 3.The formal proofs orresponding to the theorems desribed in this setionstill heavily require user-interation and lak automation. The amount of17



ase distintions required in formal proofs makes them di�ult to handle. Inthe next setion, we desribe some tatis whih we implemented to attemptto deal with non degeneray onditions.4.4. Dealing with Non-degeneray Conditions: Using TatisIn this setion, we desribe a tati whose implementation is simple butwhih is still powerfull enough to shorten the proofs about degenerate ases.When we know that two points are equal, we an propagate this knowledge.The tati performs repeated appliations of the uniqueness axiom. It pro-eeds by searhing for pattern mathing the hypotheses of the two followinglemmas whih are easy onsequenes of the uniqueness axiom.
A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l

A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m
∧ A 6= B ⇒ l = m

A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l
A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m

∧ l 6= m ⇒ A = BIt is implemented using Coq tati language as follows:Lta apply_uniity := math goal withH1: ?A <> ?B,H2: ?Inid ?A ?l, H3: ?Inid ?B ?l,H4: ?Inid ?A ?m, H5: ?Inid ?B ?m |- _ =>let id:= fresh in assert (id: l=m);try apply (uniq.a1_unique A B l m H1 H2 H3 H4 H5);subst l| H1: ?l <> ?m,H2: ?Inid ?A ?l, H3: ?Inid ?A ?m,H4: ?Inid ?B ?l, H5: ?Inid ?B ?m |- _ =>let id:= fresh in assert (id: A=B);try apply (uniq.a2_unique l m A B H1 H2 H3 H4 H5);subst Aend.Lta ollapse := progress (repeat (apply_uniity;CleanDupliatedHyps)).For example, if we know that A,B,C,A′,B′, and C ′ are all distint andthat they form a Pappus on�guration and that the line A′B is equal to line18



AB′ then our ollapse tati infers automatially that the lines AB, AB′,
A′C, AB′, BC ′, AC ′, B′C are all equal. This allows to onlude easily thatPappus theorem holds trivially in this speial ase (when line A′B is equalto line AB′).5. Projetive SpaeIn this setion, we swith from projetive plane geometry to projetivespae geometry. In 2D, a single fat an have numerous representations (e.g.
A ∈ BC vs. A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ l). In 3D and more, it is even worsebeause the langage ontains points, lines and planes and all the assoiatedinidene relations. In setion 2.2, we presented the standard axiom systemfor projetive spae geometry as a referene. But to ease the formalizationin Coq, we propose an alternative axiom system based on the notion ofrank. Indeed, ranks allow to deal only with points whih makes proofs easierin a three dimensionnal setting beause we do not handle lines and planesexpliitly. This provides an homogeneous desription language independentof the dimension and will make proving Desargues property in a at-least 3dimensional setting muh easier.5.1. RanksThe onept of rank is a general notion of matroid theory. An integerfuntion rk on E is the rank funtion of a matroid if and only if the followingonditions are satis�ed:R1 ∀X⊆E, 0≤rk(X)≤|X| (nonnegative and subardinal)R2 ∀XY ⊆E, X ⊆ Y ⇒ rk(X) ≤ rk(Y ) (nondereasing)R3 ∀XY ⊆E, rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(X ∩ Y ) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y ) (submodular)In projetive geometry, we an de�ne a rank funtion on sets of points whihverify the axioms above: a �at being a set of points losed by the ollinear-ity relation, the rank of a set of points A is the ardinal of a smallest setgenerating A (see �gure 7 for examples).Using this de�nition, one an show that every projetive spae has amatroid struture, but the onverse is not true. In the next setion, weintrodue additional axioms to apture 3D or higher projetive geometry butbefore we need to introdue some lemmas about ranks to ease the proofs.19



rk{A, B} = 1 A = B
rk{A, B} = 2 A 6= B
rk{A, B, C} = 2 A, B, C are ollinearwith at least two of them distint
rk{A, B, C} ≤ 2 A, B, C are ollinear
rk{A, B, C} = 3 A, B, C are not ollinear
rk{A, B, C, D} = 3 A, B, C, D are o-planar,not all ollinear
rk{A, B, C, D} = 4 A, B, C, D are not o-planar
rk{A, B, C, D, E} ≤ 2 A, B, C, D, E are all ollinearFigure 7: Rank statements and their geometri interpretationsProof tehniques using ranks. In this setion we desribe two proof tehniqueswhih are simple but important to simplify formal proofs.First, all equalities about ranks (say rk(a) = rk(b)) are usually provedin two steps: �rst showing that rk(a) ≤ rk(b) and then that rk(a) ≥

rk(b). Consequently, when stating a lemma, it is worth being autious aboutwhether the atual equality is required or if one of the two inequalities isenough to go on with the proofs. This approah allows to avoid numer-ous tehnial lemmas when arrying out the formal proofs in the Coq proofassistant.Seond, in the proving proess, we make often use of axiom R3. Forinstane, if we need to prove a statement like:
rk{A, B, C, D, I} + rk{I} ≤ rk{A, B, I} + rk{C, D, I}we ould be tempted to instantiate axiom R3 with X := {A, B, I} and Y :=

{C, D, I}. But unfortunately, this statement is not a diret onsequene ofaxiom R3. For instane A may be equal to C and onsequently {A, B, I} ∩
{C, D, I} = {A, I}. Determining the intersetion of two �nite sets of pointsrequires to distinguish ases about the equality of these points. This leads tointriate proofs in Coq. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, we shall neveronsider the real set theoretial intersetion but a lower approximation of theintersetion (noted ⊓).De�nition 1 (Literal intersetion). Let L1 and L2 be two sets of points.By de�nition L1 ⊓ L2 is the intersetion of the two sets of points onsideredsyntatially. 20



Using literal intersetion we an derive a more onvenient version of axiomR3 whih leads to fewer ase distintions:Lemma 4 (R3-lit).
∀XY, rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(X ⊓ Y ) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y )In Coq, it is not possible to de�ne the litteral intersetion. To apture theintent of this lemma we rather use:Lemma 5 (R3-alt).

∀XY I, I ⊆ X ∩ Y ⇒ rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(I) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y )This lemma will be used heavily in the next setions.5.1.1. A rank-based axiom systemContrary to the axiom system shown in setion 2.2, we assume that wehave only one kind of objets, namely points. To apture the whole projetivespae, we need to add some new axioms to the matroid's ones:Rk-Singleton ∀P : Point, rk{P} ≥ 1Rk-Couple ∀P Q : Point, P 6= Q ⇒ rk{P, Q} ≥ 2Rk-Pash ∀A B C D, rk{A, B, C, D} ≤ 3 ⇒
∃J, rk{A, B, J} = rk{C, D, J} = 2Rk-Three-Points ∀A B, ∃C, rk{A, B, C} = rk{B, C} = rk{A, C} = 2Rk-Lower-Dimension ∃A B C D, rk{A, B, C, D} ≥ 4The �rst two ones ensure that the rank funtion is not degenerate. Rk-Pash is the translation of Pash's axiom: rk{A, B, C, D} ≤ 3 means thesepoints are oplanar, thus that the two lines AB and CD interset.Using this axiom system we formally proved all the axioms of setion 2.2.In partiular the following lemmasRk-Uniqueness andRk-Lower-Dimensionare derivable and an be used to prove theUniqueness and Lower-Dimension-3 axiom respetively: 21



Lemma 6 (Rk-Uniqueness).
∀ABCDMP,





















rk{A, B} = 2
rk{C, D} = 2

rk{A, B, M} ≤ 2
rk{C, D, M} ≤ 2
rk{A, B, P} ≤ 2
rk{C, D, P} ≤ 2

rk{A, B, C, D} ≥ 3





















⇒ rk{M, P} = 1

Proof. Using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, M, P} + rk{A, B} ≤ rk{A, B, M} + rk{A, B, P}Hene rk{A, B, M, P} = 2, similarly we an show that rk{C, D, M, P} = 2.Moreover rk{A, B, C, D, M, P} ≥ 3 as rk{A, B, C, D} ≥ 3 and {A, B, C, D} ⊆

{A, B, C, D, M, P}. Finally, using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, C, D, M, P} + rk{M, P} ≤ rk{A, B, M, P} + rk{C, D, M, P}

3 + rk{M, P} ≤ 2 + 2Lemma 7 (Rk-Lower-Dimension).
∃ABCD, ∀M, rk{A, B, M} 6= 2 ∨ rk{C, D, M} 6= 2Proof. Using axiomRk-Lower-Dimension, we obtain A,B,C and D suhthat rk{A, B, C, D} = 4.Suppose that rk{A, B, M} = 2 and rk{C, D, M} = 2.Using R3-alt we have that:

rk{A, B, C, D, M} + rk{M} ≤ rk{A, B, M} + rk{C, D, M}Hene rk{A, B, C, D, M} ≤ 3, whih ontradits rk{A, B, C, D} = 4.We an also derive a lemma whih expresses onisely that for every pointthere exists one whih is di�erent, for every line there exists a point not onthis line and for every plane there exists a point not on this plane.We arried out this proof using an alternate axiom system for ranks.Whereas our development is based on matroid axioms R1, R2 and R3, onean prove that they are equivalent to the following set of axioms:22



R1' rk(∅) = 0R2' rk(X) ≤ rk(X ∪ {x}) ≤ rk(X) + 1R3' rk(X ∪ {y}) = rk(X ∪ {z}) = rk(X) ⇒ rk(X) = rk(X ∪ {y, z})Using this axiom system the proof is straightforward.Lemma 8 (Constrution).
∀E, rk(E) ≤ 3 ⇒ ∃P, rk(E ∪ {P}) = rk(E) + 1Proof. Consider E suh that rk(E) ≤ 3.Using axiom Rk-Lower-Dimension we obtain A,B,C and D suh that

rk{A, B, C, D} = 4. Using R2' we know that rk(E) ≤ rk(E ∪ {A}) ≤
rk(E) + 1 and similarly for B,C and D. Suppose that rk(E ∪ {A}) =
rk(E ∪ {B}) = rk(E ∪ {C}) = rk(E ∪ {D}) = rk(E), then we would obtain
rk(E ∪ {A, B, C, D}) = rk(E) by repeated appliations of R3'. This is inontradition with rk{A, B, C, D} = 4 sine rk(E) ≤ 3. Hene there existsa P suh that rk(E ∪ {P}) = rk(E) + 1.Overall, this axiom system is onvenient as �rst it only deals with pointsand hene the theory is dimension-independent, seond ranks allow to sum-marize both positive and negative assumptions about sets of points homoge-neously.5.1.2. Implementation in CoqThe formalization in Coq of our axiom system is quite straightforward3.To inrease reusability of the proofs, we de�ne it as a module type of Coq'smodule system (see �gure 8). This module depends on DecPoints whihde�nes the type of points with a deidable equality.On the tehnial side, de�ning our axiom system based on ranks requiresa formal desription of the onept of sets of points. As our developmentmanipulates only �nite sets, we use the development FSets of Filliâtre andLetouzey [11℄. Sine the provided set equality ( =set ) di�ers from standard(Leibniz) Coq equality, we have to prove that rk is a morphism with respetto set equality:3For lak of spae, some tehnial details are omitted here.23



Module Type RankProjetiveSpae (DePoints:DeidableType).Module Export FiniteSetsDefs := BuildFSets DePoints.Definition set_of_points := t.Definition Point := DePoints.t.Parameter rk : set_of_points -> nat.Axiom matroid1_a : forall X, rk X >= 0.Axiom matroid1_b : forall X, rk X <= ardinal X.Axiom matroid2: forall X Y, Subset X Y -> rk X <= rk Y.Axiom matroid3: forall X Y,rk(union X Y) + rk(inter X Y) <= rk X + rk Y.Axiom rk_singleton_ge : forall P, rk (singleton P) >= 1.Axiom rk_ouple_ge : forall P Q,~ DePoints.eq P Q -> rk(ouple P Q) >= 2.Axiom pash : forall A B C D, rk (quadruple A B C D) <= 3 ->exists J, rk (triple A B J) = 2 /\ rk (triple C D J) = 2.Axiom three_points : forall A B, exists C, rk (triple A B C) = 2 /\rk (ouple B C) = 2 /\ rk (ouple A C) = 2.Parameter P0 P1 P2 P3 : Point.Axiom lower_dim : rk (quadruple P0 P1 P2 P3) >= 4.End RankProjetiveSpae.Figure 8: De�nition of projetive spae geometry with ranks in CoqLemma 9. ∀XY, X =set Y ⇒ rk(X) = rk(Y )Proof. By double inlusion using axiom R2.Using this lemma, we an then de�ne rk as a morphism in Coq with respetto =set . This allows to easily replae a set by an equal one when it oursas an argument of rk.5.2. Desargues TheoremIn this setion we desribe the proof of Desargues theorem. The idea ofthe proof is lassi: we �rst prove a version of the theorem where the twotriangles are not oplanar, we all it Desargues 3D (see setion 5.2.1) and24



then we dedue from it a version where A, B, C, A′, B′ and C ′ lie on a sameplane (Desargues 2D) as shown on �gure 9.As we will see in the next setion, using the onept of rank the proof ofthe 3D version is straightforward and speial ases an be handled smoothly.In setion 5.2.2, we will show how we atually build the 2D version andonlude the proof of the original theorem.5.2.1. A 3D version of Desargues theoremIn this setion, we prove Desargues 3D theorem.Theorem 1 (Desargues 3D). Let's onsider two (non degenerate) trian-gles ABC and abc suh that they are perspetive from a given point O:
rk{A, B, C} = rk{a, b, c} = 3

rk{a, A, O} = rk{b, B, O} = rk{c, C, O} = 2We assume this forms a non planar �gure:
rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4and de�ne three points α, β, γ suh that:

rk{A, B, γ} = rk{a, b, γ} = 2
rk{A, C, β} = rk{a, c, β} = 2
rk{B, C, α} = rk{b, c, α} = 2Under these assumptions, rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2 holds.Lemma 10. rk{A, B, C, α} = 3Proof. By assumption rk{A, B, C} = 3, hene using axiomR2, rk{A, B, C, α} ≥

3. Moreover using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, C, α} + rk{B, C} ≤ rk{A, B, C} + rk{α, B, C}
rk{A, B, C, α} + 2 ≤ 3 + 2Hene, we an onlude that rk{A, B, C, α} = 3. Similar proofs an be donewith β and γ.Lemma 11. rk{A, B, C, α, β} = 3 25



Proof. First, using axiom R2 and lemma 10 we have rk{A, B, C, α, β} ≥ 3.Seond, using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, C, α, β} + rk{A, B, C} ≤ rk{A, B, C, α} + rk{A, B, C, β}
rk{A, B, C, α, β} + 3 ≤ 3 + 3Hene, we an onlude that rk{A, B, C, α, β} = 3.Lemma 12. rk{A, B, C, α, β, γ} = rk{a, b, c, α, β, γ} = 3Proof. The proof is similar to lemma 11.Lemma 13. rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} ≥ 4Proof. By assumption rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4, hene using axiom R2,

rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} ≥ 4.Using these lemmas we an onlude the proof:From R3-alt we know that:
rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} + rk{α, β, γ}

≤ rk{A, B, C, α, β, γ} + rk{a, b, c, α, β, γ}Hene, using lemmas 12 and 13 rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2 holds.5.2.2. Lifting from 2D to 3DIn this setion, we prove the 2D version of Desargues using the 3D version.Statement. Most assumptions are the same as in the 3D version. Let's on-sider two triangles ABC and A′B′C ′ suh that they are perspetive from agiven point O:
rk{A, B, C} = rk{A′, B′, C ′} = 3

rk{A′, A, O} = rk{B′, B, O} = rk{C ′, C, O} = 2We de�ne three points α, β, γ suh that:
rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A′, B′, γ} = 2
rk{A, C, β} = rk{A′, C ′, β} = 2
rk{B, C, α} = rk{B′, C ′, α} = 2Contrary to the 3D ase, we assume this forms a planar �gure:
rk{A, B, C, A′, B′, C ′, O} = 326



In addition to these assumptions whih are losely related to those of Desar-gues 3D theorem, the following non-degeneray onditions are required:
rk{A, B, O} = rk{A, C, O} = rk{B, C, O} = 3

rk{A, A′} = rk{B, B′} = rk{C, C ′} = 2Desargues theorem states that, under these assumptions, rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2holds.
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Figure 9: Desargues theorem (3D extrusion) A,B,C,A′,B′,C′,O,α,β and γ are o-planar.If P is the sun, triangle abc then asts its shadow in A′B′C′.Informal Proof. We have to lift triangle A′B′C ′ into a new triangle abc whihis not oplanar with triangle ABC in order to have a on�guration of pointsin whih Desargues 3D theorem an be applied. The onstrution is shownin �gure 9. Here are the main steps: we �rst onstrut a point P whih liesoutside the plane formed by A, B, C, A′, B′, C ′ and O. We know suh a point
P exists thanks to lemma 8. We then build a line inident to P and O (thepoint from whih triangles ABC and A′B′C ′ are perspetive) and onsidera third point o on this line (axiom Rk-Three-Points ensures suh a pointexists and is di�erent from both O and P ). We onstrut a new point aas the intersetion of lines PA′ and oA. We know these two lines intersetbeause of Pash's axiom and the fat that lines AA′ and Po interset in
O. We do the same to onstrut points b and c. Applying Desargues 3D27



theorem to ABC and abc requires to make sure we have a non-degenerate3D �gure and that abc is a non-degenerate triangle. We also have to makesure α de�ned as the intersetion of lines BC and B′C ′ is the same as the
α of Desargues 3D theorem whih is the intersetion of BC and bc. Thisrequirement an be satis�ed by simply proving that α is inident to bc. Thesame requirement applies for β and γ. Overall, we have to prove the followingstatements whih are requirements to apply Desargues 3D version (proofs aregiven below). Note that when applying the theorem, the point o plays therole of point O.

rk{A, B, C} = rk{a, b, c} = 3
rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4

rk{a, b, γ} = rk{a, c, β} = rk{b, c, α} = 2
rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A, C, β} = rk{B, C, α} = 2Statements rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A, C, β} = rk{B, C, α} = 2 and rk{A, B, C} =

3 are assumptions of the Desargues 2D theorem, therefore their proofs areimmediate.Preliminary Lemmas. We remind the reader that A, B, C, A′, B′, C ′ and Olie in the same plane. P is a point outside this plane. o is a third point onthe line OP . The point a is de�ned as the intersetion of lines PA′ and oA.Points b and c are de�ned in a similar way. In this setting, the followinglemmas hold:Lemma 14. rk{A′,B′,O}=rk{A′,C ′,O}=rk{B′,C ′,O}=3Lemma 15. rk{A′, B′, O, P} = rk{A′, B′, O, o} = 4Lemma 16. rk{A, B, O, a} ≥ 4 rk{A, A′, C, a} ≥ 4Lemma 17. rk{A, B, O, b} ≥ 4 rk{A, B, O, c} ≥ 4Lemma 18. rk{o, a} = rk{o, b} = rk{o, c} = 2Lemma 19. rk{a, c, A, C, β} = rk{a, c, A′, C ′, β} = 3

28



General Lemmas. Most proofs are fairly tehnial, simply using the matroidaxioms of rank. However, some lemmas an be highlighted, espeially fortheir generiity and their pervasive use throughout the proofs. Among them,some stability lemmas state that one of the points of a set haraterizing a�at (e.g a plane or the whole spae) an be replaed by another one belongingto this �at.Lemma 20 (Plane representation hange).








rk{A, B, C} = 3
rk{A, B, C, M} = 3
rk{B, C, M} = 3

rk{A, B, C, P} = 4









⇒ rk{M, B, C, P} = 4This lemma is heavily used to prove all possible statements expressingthat P lies outside the plane formed by A, B, C, A′, B, C ′, O.Other lemmas about oplanarity and also upper bound on ranks whenmerging a plane and a line are onvenient as well. They ould form the basisof an automation proedure when doing omputer-heked formal proofs.Proving Desargues 3D assumptions.Lemma 21. rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4Proof. By lemma 17, we have rk{A, B, O, b} >= 4, hene rk{A, B, C, O, b} ≥
4. Using axiom R3-alt, we have:
rk{A, B, C, b} + rk{A, B, C, O} ≥ rk{A, B, C, O, b} + rk{A, B, C}
rk{A, B, C, b} + 3 ≥ 4 + 3Consequently we have rk{A, B, C, b} ≥ 4 and applying axiom R2 twie, itleads to rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4.Lemma 22. rk{a, b, c} = 3Proof. By axiom R1 we have rk{a, b, c} ≤ 3.Let's prove rk{a, b, c} ≥ 3. By axiom R3-alt, we have:
rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} + rk{o, C, c} ≥ rk{A, B, C, o, a, b, c} + rk{o, c}
rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} + 2 ≥ 4 + 229



Hene rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} ≥ 4. Again, using axiom R3-alt we have:
rk{a, b, c, o, A} + rk{o, B, b} ≥ rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} + rk{o, b}
rk{a, b, c, o, A} + 2 ≥ 4 + 2Hene rk{a, b, c, o, A} ≥ 4. Applying axiom R3-alt one last time yields:

rk{a, b, c} + rk{o, A, a} ≥ rk{a, b, c, o, A} + rk{a}
rk{a, b, c} + 2 ≥ 4 + 1Hene rk{a, b, c} ≥ 3. Note that this proof relies on the fats that rk{o, b} =

2 and rk{o, c} = 2 whih are proved as lemma 18.Lemma 23. rk{a, b, γ} = rk{a, c, β} = rk{b, c, α} = 2Proof. Using axiom R3-alt, we have:
rk{a, c, A, C, β} + rk{a, c, A′, C ′, β} ≥ rk{a, c, A, C, A′, C ′, β} + rk{a, c, β}We have rk{a, c, A, C, A′, C ′, β} ≥ 4 using axiom R2 and lemma 16. Usinglemma 19, we obtain rk{a, c, β} ≤ 2. As rk{a, c} = 2 (beause rk{a, b, c} =
3), we onlude rk{a, c, β} = 2. Proofs for α and γ are the same.5.3. Formalization in CoqFormalizing Desargues theorem in Coq is straightforward one we havethe axiom system dealing with ranks and proof tehniques to handle themniely. All the above-mentionned lemmas are easily proved and then Desar-gues theorem an be stated as follows:forall A' B' C' A B C O : Point,rk(triple A B C)=3 -> rk(triple A' B' C')=3 ->rk(triple A B O)=3 -> rk(triple A C O )=3 ->rk(triple B C O)=3 ->rk(triple A A' O)=2 -> rk(triple B B' O)=2 -> rk(triple C C' O)=2 ->rk(ouple A A')=2 -> rk(ouple B B')=2 -> rk(ouple C C')=2 ->rk(triple A B gamma)=2 -> rk(triple A' B' gamma)=2 ->rk(triple A C beta)=2 ->rk(triple A' C' beta) =2 -> rk(triple B C alpha) =2 ->rk(triple B' C' alpha) =2 ->rk(triple alpha beta gamma) <= 2.Its proofs in Coq proeeds exatly the same way as the proof presentedin the previous setion. It is simply a bit more tehnial and requires alot of omputation to deide equality between sets whih are equal but notsyntatially equal. 30



6. ConlusionsWe desribed axiom systems for both projetive plane geometry and pro-jetive spae geometry in Coq. We then formally proved that Desarguesproperty an not be proved in the projetive plane but it holds in Fano'splane and pappusian planes. Finally we proved Desargues theorem in the atleast 3 dimensional projetive spae.Proofs in the plane were performed in a traditional setting using pointsand lines. In the projetive spae, we proposed a new way to express nielyinidene relations thanks to ranks. We designed an axiom system to aptureprojetive geometry using ranks. We then presented some proof engineeringtehniques whih allow to have proofs of reasonable size.Overall, the proofs onsist in more than 10000 lines with about 280 lem-mas and their formal proofs organized as shown in the �gures below.2D 3D Totallines of Coq spes 1800 1800 3600lines of Coq proofs 4600 5800 10400Future work inludes further formalization of Hexamys in Coq. We expetto formalize all the properties enumerated and proved by Pouzergues in [24℄.Regarding at least 3-dimensional spae, we plan to study how ranks an beused to automatially derive inidene properties. We believe that the gener-iity of the notation will help the automation proess. Geometri algebra analso be an alternate mean to handle projetive geometry niely [10℄.Availability The full Coq development is available in the user ontribu-tions of Coq.Referenes[1℄ Y. Bertot and P. Castéran. Interative Theorem Proving and Pro-gram Development, Coq'Art: The Calulus of Indutive Construtions.Springer, 2004.[2℄ M. Bezem and D. Hendriks. On the Mehanization of the Proof ofHessenberg's Theorem in Coherent Logi. J. of Automated Reasoning,40(1):61�85, 2008. 31
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